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GENERAL INFORMATION
Which paper will I sit for my mock exam?
AQA 8461 PAPER 2

How long is the exam?
One hour 45 minutes

What do I need to revise?
Homeostasis and response
Nerves
Brain
Eye
Skin
Pancreas
Kidney
Female hormones
Contraception/IVF
Inheritance, variation and evolution
DNA
Genetic Inheritance BB Bb bb
Inherited disorders
Selective breeding
GM crops
Mendel
Cloning
Ecology
Origin of species
Fossils
Extinction
Adaptations
Decomposition
Trophic levels
Food Production

Where can I find it?
CGP Revision Guides, CGP Textbooks, CGP Revision Cards, 
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse/biology-8461/assessment-resources, 
EZY Education Videos, assessment questions and required practical videos, 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw 

What are the top tips for remembering this paper?
Always bring a calculator to any of your science exams, as well as a pen, pencil, ruler 
and protractor. Make a revision timetable. Use a range of resources techniques such 
as videos, questioning, mind maps, practicing past papers and the revision materials 
provided in lessons.

https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/science/gcse/biology-8461/assessment-resources
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw


Revision questions
Use the following to help practise for your mock exams in this subject. Revise 
and learn the following (answers are provided to help you!)

1. Name the hormone people with Type 1 diabetes have to inject, to decrease their 
blood glucose level. (1)

2. Why does the body need to lose water from the skin? (1)
3. The hand touches a hot object. An impulse travels through the nervous system to 

the muscle (point X). The muscle moves the hand away from the hot object. Why 
is a reflex action like this useful? (2)

4. What is a gene? (2)
5. Apart from the sex chromosomes, how many other chromosomes are there in 

most human body cells?
6. What happens to the genetic material before the cell divides?
7. There was a different theory at the same time as Darwin’s theory. The different 

theory said that changes in an organism during its life could be inherited. Who 
proposed this theory?

8. Many species of snake have become extinct. Give one reason why a species might 
become extinct.

9. Give one reason why scientists cannot be sure about what caused the ammonites 
to become extinct.

10. Scientists believe they may be able to use adult cell cloning to recreate a living 
mammoth. The scientists will use a skin cell from the baby mammoth and use 
egg cells from an African elephant. Why do the scientists expect the baby to look 
like a mammoth and not an elephant?

11. It is important to maintain fish stocks high enough for breeding to continue. Give 
the reason why.

12. Meat from pigs kept inside, is usually cheaper than meat from pigs kept outside. 
Give one reason why.

13. A disease kills most of the shrews in the garden. Suggest why the number of 
snails in the garden may then increase.

14. A fermenter is used for growing the fungus Fusarium. Fusarium is used to make 
mycoprotein (used to make Quorn). Why is glucose added to the fermenter?

15. ‘Bad’ bacteria in the animal’s stomach produce methane. About 12% of the 
animal’s food is changed into methane. The curry spice coriander works like an 
antibiotic. Adding coriander to animal food reduces methane production by 
about 40%. Why does adding coriander to an animal’s food reduce methane 
production?

REVISION TIMETABLE:
You can find your revision timetable here: 
https://www.studleyhighschool.org.uk/pupils/year-11-mock-exam-and-revision-
information/

https://www.studleyhighschool.org.uk/pupils/year-11-mock-exam-and-revision-information/


Revision Answers
1. Insulin.
2. Either one of: for cooling or to maintain body temperature.
3. Automatic / rapid (response) allow no thinking / faster / less time = 1 mark. 

Protects body from danger / from damage / from burning = 1 mark
4. Part of a chromosome - allow piece of DNA, allow parts of chromosomescontrols a 

characteristic-allow controls characteristics, allow codes for (or controls 
production of) protein / enzymeignore examples of characteristics

5. 44
6. Replicates / doubles / is copied / duplicates

accept cloned
ignore multiplied / reproduced

7. (Jean Baptiste) Lamarck
8. Any one from:

• changes to the environment
• new predators
• new diseases
• new (more successful) competitors
• catastrophic event / described event

9. Lack of evidence or cannot perform experiment to find out. Do not accept no 
evidence allow no proof. Allow no one was there to observe.

10. Has mammoth genes / chromosomes. Accept genetic information / DNA / alleles / 
nucleus. Accept converse

11. Otherwise species may disappear altogether. Allow to avoid extinction
12. Any one from:

• faster growth
ignore bigger / less flavour / fatty

• need less food
ignore references to movement / energy

• ready for market sooner
ignore ethical arguments

13. Fewer shrews to eat them
14. Energy supply / fuel / use in respiration

• do not allow just food / growth
• ignore reference to aerobic / anaerobic or material for growth / to make 

mycoprotein
15. Kills / gets rid of / reduces methane bacteria. Allow kills / gets rid of / reduces bad 

bacteria. Ignore acts like antibiotic
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